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The Sunday Times Top 10 bestseller on India's
experience of British colonialism, by the
internationally-acclaimed author and diplomat Shashi
Tharoor 'Tharoor's impassioned polemic slices
straight to the heart of the darkness that drives all
empires ... laying bare the grim, and high, cost of the
British Empire for its former subjects. An essential
read' Financial Times In the eighteenth century,
India's share of the world economy was as large as
Europe's. By 1947, after two centuries of British rule,
it had decreased six-fold. The Empire blew rebels
from cannon, massacred unarmed protesters,
entrenched institutionalised racism, and caused
millions to die from starvation. British imperialism
justified itself as enlightened despotism for the
benefit of the governed, but Shashi Tharoor takes
demolishes this position, demonstrating how every
supposed imperial 'gift' - from the railways to the rule
of law - was designed in Britain's interests alone. He
goes on to show how Britain's Industrial Revolution
was founded on India's deindustrialisation, and the
destruction of its textile industry. In this bold and
incisive reassessment of colonialism, Tharoor
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exposes to devastating effect the inglorious reality of
Britain's stained Indian legacy.
In the tradition of Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee,
a stunningly vivid historical account of the forty-year
battle between Comanche Indians and white settlers
for control of the American West, centering on
Quanah, the greatest Comanche chief of them all.
Empire of the Summer Moon spans two astonishing
stories. The first traces the rise and fall of the
Comanches, the most powerful Indian tribe in
American history. The second is the epic saga of the
pioneer woman Cynthia Ann Parker and her mixedblood son Quanah, who became the last and
greatest chief of the Comanches. Although readers
may be more familiar with the tribal names Apache
and Sioux, it was in fact the legendary fighting ability
of the Comanches that determined just how and
when the American West opened up. Comanche
boys became adept bareback riders by age six; full
Comanche braves were considered the best
horsemen who ever rode. They were so masterful at
war and so skillful with their arrows and lances that
they stopped the northern drive of colonial Spain
from Mexico and halted the French expansion
westward from Louisiana. White settlers arriving in
Texas from the eastern United States were surprised
to find the frontier being rolled backward by
Comanches incensed by the invasion of their tribal
lands. Against this backdrop Gwynne presents the
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compelling drama of Cynthia Ann Parker, a nineyear-old girl who was kidnapped by Comanches in
1836. She grew to love her captors and became
infamous as the "White Squaw" who refused to
return until her tragic capture by Texas Rangers in
1860. More famous still was her son Quanah, a
warrior who was never defeated and whose guerrilla
wars in the Texas Panhandle made him a legend. S.
C. Gwynne's account of these events is meticulously
researched, intellectually provocative, and, above all,
thrillingly told.
For Kivrin Engle, preparing an on-site study of one of
the deadliest eras in humanity's history was as
simple as receiving inoculations against the diseases
of the fourteenth century and inventing an alibi for a
woman traveling alone. For her instructors in the
twenty-first century, it meant painstaking calculations
and careful monitoring of the rendezvous location
where Kivrin would be received. But a crisis
strangely linking past and future strands Kivrin in a
bygone age as her fellows try desperately to rescue
her. In a time of superstition and fear, Kivrin - barely
of age herself - finds she has become an unlikely
angel of hope during one of history's darkest hours.
Winner of the Hugo Award 1993 Winner of the
Nebula Award 1993 "A tour de force" - New York
Times Book Review "Ambitious, finely detailed and
compulsivly readable" - Locus "It is a book that feels
fundamentally true; it is a book to live in" Page 3/24
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Washington Post
Innocent and unremarkable, but for his near crippling
obsessions with sex and running, Bhola goes
through life falling for all the wrong people. At
School, he lusts indiscriminately after his teachers,
both male and female, and is equally attracted to
eunuchs. While in college, he has vaguely
demeaning affairs with his landlady, and a vegetable
vendor-cum-nurse and her husband. Later, he
marries (a woman with a voice like liquid gold),
fathers a daughter and suspects he is close to
balance and beauty. Then his past catches up with
him. Upamanyu Chatterjee’s genius for black
humour and the absurd has never been more
compelling than in this unforgettable portrait of a lost
life.
Agastya Sen, known to friends by the English name
August, is a child of the Indian elite. His friends go to
Yale and Harvard. August himself has just landed a
prize government job. The job takes him to Madna,
“the hottest town in India,” deep in the sticks. There
he finds himself surrounded by incompetents and
cranks, time wasters, bureaucrats, and crazies.
What to do? Get stoned, shirk work, collapse in the
heat, stare at the ceiling. Dealing with the locals
turns out to be a lot easier for August than living with
himself. English, August is a comic masterpiece from
contemporary India. Like A Confederacy of Dunces
and The Catcher in the Rye, it is both an inspired
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and hilarious satire and a timeless story of selfdiscovery.
The Indian Story of an Author was created out of
exasperation author Gaurav Sharma went through
while pitching his novel, God of the Sullied to Indian
publishers. Some might judge this book as a farce
while others can perceive it as a literary symbol of
bitter reality of the publishing world and a strong
message to upcoming authors. Whatsoever this
book may be deemed as it's one of a kind to have in
your library collection.
"First published by Faber and Faber Limited,
1988"--Title page verso.
***SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2019***
In a tour-de-force that is a modern masterpiece about the
quest for love and family, Booker Prize-winning,
internationally bestselling author Salman Rushdie has
created a dazzling Don Quixote for the modern age.
Inspired by the Cervantes classic, Sam DuChamp,
mediocre writer of spy thrillers, creates Quichotte, a
courtly, addled salesman obsessed with television, who
falls in impossible love with the TV star Salman R.
Together with his (imaginary) son Sancho, Quichotte
sets off on a picaresque quest across America to prove
worthy of her hand, gallantly braving the tragicomic perils
of an age where 'Anything-Can-Happen'. Meanwhile his
creator, in a midlife crisis, has equally urgent challenges
of his own. Just as Cervantes wrote Don Quixote to
satirise the culture of his time, Rushdie takes the reader
on a wild ride through a country on the verge of moral
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and spiritual collapse, with the kind of storytelling magic
that is the hallmark of his work. The fully realised lives of
DuChamp and Quichotte intertwine in a profoundly
human quest for love and a wickedly entertaining portrait
of an age in which fact is so often indiscernible from
fiction.
'A literary masterpiece . . . at once erudite and intimate,
reflective and funny . . . it has the grit and pace of a
thriller' Daily Telegraph A novel of high adventure, great
storytelling and moral purpose, based on an
extraordinary true story of eight years in the Bombay
underworld. 'In the early 80s, Gregory David Roberts, an
armed robber and heroin addict, escaped from an
Australian prison to India, where he lived in a Bombay
slum. There, he established a free health clinic and also
joined the mafia, working as a money launderer, forger
and street soldier. He found time to learn Hindi and
Marathi, fall in love, and spend time being worked over in
an Indian jail. Then, in case anyone thought he was
slacking, he acted in Bollywood and fought with the
Mujahedeen in Afghanistan . . . Amazingly, Roberts
wrote Shantaram three times after prison guards trashed
the first two versions. It's a profound tribute to his
willpower . . . At once a high-kicking, eye-gouging
adventure, a love saga and a savage yet tenderly lyrical
fugitive vision.' Time Out
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ?????????
???? ?????????, ????????? ?????????? ??????? ???????
???????, ????? ? ?????? ???????? ??????? ????? ?
????? ????. ???? ???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ????
??????? ?????, ??????? ????????? ? ?????,
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The partitioning of British India into independent Pakistan
and India in August 1947 occurred in the midst of
communal holocaust, with Hindus and Sikhs on one side
and Muslims on the other. More than 750,000 people
were butchered, and 12 million fled their homes -primarily in caravans of bullock-carts -- to seek refuge
across the new border: it was the largest exodus in
history. Sixty-seven years later, it is as if that August
never ended. Renowned historian and journalist Dilip
Hiro provides a riveting account of the relationship
between India and Pakistan, tracing the landmark events
that led to the division of the sub-continent and the
evolution of the contentious relationship between Hindus
and Muslims. To this day, a reasonable resolution to
their dispute has proved elusive, and the Line of Control
in Kashmir remains the most heavily fortified frontier in
the world, with 400,000 soldiers arrayed on either side.
Since partition, there have been several acute crises
between the neighbors, including the secession of East
Pakistan to form an independent Bangladesh in 1971,
and the acquisition of nuclear weapons by both sides
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resulting in a scarcely avoided confrontation in 1999 and
again in 2002. Hiro amply demonstrates the geopolitical
importance of the India-Pakistan conflict by chronicling
their respective ties not only with America and the Soviet
Union, but also with China, Israel, and Afghanistan. Hiro
weaves these threads into a lucid narrative, enlivened
with colorful biographies of leaders, vivid descriptions of
wars, sensational assassinations, gross violations of
human rights -- and cultural signifiers like cricket
matches. The Longest August is incomparable in its
scope and presents the first definitive history of one of
the world's longest-running and most intractable
conflicts.
THERE is a small village on the river Madhumati. On
account of its being the residence of wealthy zemindars
it is regarded as a village of importance. One Chaitra
afternoon the summer heat was gradually abating with
the weakening of the once keen rays of the sun; a gentle
breeze was blowing; it began to dry the perspiring brow
of the peasant in the field and play with the moist locks of
village women just risen from their siesta. It was after
such a siesta that a woman of about thirty was engaged
in her toilet in a humble thatched cottage. She took very
little time to finish the process usually so elaborate with
womankind; a dish of water, a tin-framed looking-glass
three inches wide, and a comb matching it sufficed for
the task. Then, a little vermilion adorned her forehead.
Last of all some betel leaves dyed her lips. Thus armed,
a formidable champion of the world-conquering sex set
out with a pitcher in her arm and pushing open the
wattled gate of a neighbouring house entered within it.
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There were four huts in the house which she entered.
They had mud floors and .bamboo walls. There was no
sign of poverty anywhere, everything was neat and tidy.
The four huts stood on the four sides of a quadrangle. Of
these three had entrances opening on the yard, the
fourth opened outwards. This last was die reception
room, while the others, screened on all sides, constituted
the zenana. Some brinjals and salads were growing on
the carefully tilled plot of land in front of die raised
terrace before the outer room. The whole was enclosed
by a reed fence with a bamboo gate. So the woman
could easily make her way into the house. It is
superfluous to add that she went straight towards the
zenana. I know not where the other inmates of the house
had gone after their siesta, but at that time diere were
only two persons there—one, a young woman of eighteen
bent over her embroidery and a child of four immersed in
play. His elder brother had wilfully left his ink-pot behind
when going to school. The child's eyes had fallen on it,
and he was joyfully smearing his face with die ink. He
seemed to be afraid of his brother coming back and
snatching the ink-pot away, and so he was emptying the
pot. The newcomer sat down on the floor by the side of
her who was working and asked, "What are you doing?"
From the preserver of the universe Lord Vishnu to the
mighty Hanuman, from the mysterious Ganesha to the
dutiful son Rama, the rich Hindu spiritual landscape is
populated by characters that empower millions even
today. Featuring 365 colourful artworks of significant
mythological figures from across India, this fascinating
book opens the doors to a spellbinding world of legends
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and stories.
'Has the power to move hearts and change minds'
Guardian 'Tremendously uplifting and a novel of all-toorare power' Sunday Express 'An amazing book . . . I
absolutely loved it. I cried my eyes out' Tom Fletcher
Read the award-winning, multi-million copy bestselling
phenomenon that is WONDER. 'My name is August. I
won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're thinking,
it's probably worse.' Auggie wants to be an ordinary tenyear-old. He does ordinary things - eating ice cream,
playing on his Xbox. He feels ordinary - inside. But
ordinary kids don't make other ordinary kids run away
screaming in playgrounds. Ordinary kids aren't stared at
wherever they go. Born with a terrible facial abnormality,
Auggie has been home-schooled by his parents his
whole life. Now, for the first time, he's being sent to a
real school - and he's dreading it. All he wants is to be
accepted - but can he convince his new classmates that
he's just like them, underneath it all? A funny, frank,
astonishingly moving debut - and a true global
phenomenon - to read in one sitting, pass on to others,
and remember long after the final page.
Krishna, the eight incarnation of Lord Vishnu, was born
in the Dwapar Yuga. Krishna is the embodiment of love
and divine joy that destroys all pain and sin. Krishna is a
trickster and a lover. He is an instigator of all forms of
knowledge and a protector of Dharma, the righteous
way. Krishna Leela are the numerous tales from
Krishna's life. These tales of Krishna right from His birth
to His participation in Mahabharat, is a rich and
rewarding experience. We present some of these
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choicest tales in this volume. This book is especially
designed for children and hence the structure is simple
and the language is easy to understand. The book also
has colorful illustrations for each story. These stories
with the colorful pictures should awaken the curiosity of
children. We hope that children dive deep into this ocean
of precious and immortal stories and absorb the enduring
message and wisdom with excitement.

INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
'Hunger was a constant, reliable friend in Mei Guo.
She came second only to loneliness.' In China she
was the daughter of professors. In Brooklyn her
family is 'illegal.' Qian is just seven when she moves
to America, the 'Beautiful Country', where she and
her parents find that the roads of New York City are
not paved with gold, but crushing fear and scarcity.
Unable to speak English at first, Qian and her
parents must work wherever they can to survive, all
while she battles hunger and loneliness at school.
Thus begins an extraordinary story that describes, in
vivid colours, days labouring in sweatshops and
sushi factories, nights scavenging the streets for
furniture, and the terrifying moment when the family
emerges from the shadows to seek emergency
medical treatment for Qian's mother. Qian Julie
Wang's memoir is an unforgettable account of what it
means to live under the perpetual threat of
deportation and the small joys and sheer
determination that kept her family afloat in a new
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land. Told from a child's perspective, in a voice that
is intimate, poignant and startlingly lyrical, Beautiful
Country is the story of a girl who learns first to live and then escape - an invisible life. 'A powerful,
gripping insight into the world of an undocumented
migrant in New York . . . beautifully written, with vivid
scenes that linger in the mind long after finishing it'
Helena Merriman 'A story that needs to be heard.
Moving, beautiful, heartbreaking and even funny . . .
I never wanted it to end' Philippa Perry 'Deeply
compelling . . . I was moved by the love and
resilience of this family thrust into darkness. The
book casts an urgent light on a reality that extends
way beyond America's borders' Hisham Matar,
author of A Month in Siena and The Return
'Astonishing . . . In restrained but beautiful prose,
Wang honours her family's sacrifices, but alerts us to
the urgent realisation that they should not be
necessary' Nesrine Malik
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett
from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been
formatted for ereaders and devices and include a
bonus link to the free audio book. “Where you tend a
rose my lad, a thistle cannot grow.” ? Frances
Hodgson Burnett, The Secret Garden The Secret
Garden is a classic children’s novel about a little girl
who goes to live with her uncle and discovers a great
secret.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of
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Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the
Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his
future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled
school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town
high school where the only other Indian is the school
mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully
written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian, which is based on the author's own
experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by
Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art,
chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
Native American boy as he attempts to break away
from the life he was destined to live. With a forward
by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie
and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art
throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
A SUNDAY TIMES, THE TIMES, SPECTATOR,
NEW STATESMAN, TLS BOOK OF THE YEAR The
British in this book lived in India from shortly after the
reign of Elizabeth I until well into the reign of
Elizabeth II. Who were they? What drove these men
and women to risk their lives on long voyages down
the Atlantic and across the Indian Ocean or later via
the Suez Canal? And when they got to India, what
did they do and how did they live? This book
explores the lives of the many different sorts of
Briton who went to India: viceroys and offcials,
soldiers and missionaries, planters and foresters,
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merchants, engineers, teachers and doctors. It
evokes the three and a half centuries of their
ambitions and experiences, together with the lives of
their families, recording the diversity of their work
and their leisure, and the complexity of their
relationships with the peoples of India. It also
describes the lives of many who did not fit in with the
usual image of the Raj: the tramps and rascals, the
men who 'went native', the women who scorned the
role of the traditional memsahib. David Gilmour has
spent decades researching in archives, studying the
papers of many people who have never been written
about before, to create a magnificent tapestry of
British life in India. It is exceptional work of scholarly
recovery portrays individuals with understanding and
humour, and makes an original and engaging
contribution to a long and important period of British
and Indian history.
In this award-winning novel, Tharoor has masterfully
recast the two-thousand-year-old epic, The
Mahabharata, with fictional but highly recognizable
events and characters from twentieth-century Indian
politics. Nothing is sacred in this deliciously
irreverent, witty, and deeply intelligent retelling of
modern Indian history and the ancient Indian epic
The Mahabharata. Alternately outrageous and
instructive, hilarious and moving, it is a dazzling
tapestry of prose and verse that satirically, but also
poignantly, chronicles the struggle for Indian
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freedom and independence.
WITH A NEW 40TH ANNIVERSARY
INTRODUCTION BY THE AUTHOR Born at the
stroke of midnight at the exact moment of India's
independence, Saleem Sinai is a special child.
However, this coincidence of birth has
consequences he is not prepared for: telepathic
powers connect him with 1,000 other 'midnight's
children' all of whom are endowed with unusual gifts.
Inextricably linked to his nation, Saleem's story is a
whirlwind of disasters and triumphs that mirrors the
course of modern India at its most impossible and
glorious
"This book is a message from autistic people to their
parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors
showing what life is like on the spectrum. It's also my
love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have
been forced to navigate a world where all the road
signs are written in another language." With a
reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric
Garcia shows what it's like to be autistic across
America. Garcia began writing about autism because
he was frustrated by the media's coverage of it; the
myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the
narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men
working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic
person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and
works as a journalist covering politics in Washington
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D.C. Garcia realized he needed to put into writing
what so many autistic people have been saying for
years; autism is a part of their identity, they don't
need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses
his own life as a springboard to discuss the social
and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the
spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores
how autistic people wrestle with systems that were
not built with them in mind. At the same time, he
shares the experiences of all types of autistic people,
from those with higher support needs, to autistic
people of color, to those in the LGBTQ community.
In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform
to articulate their own needs, rather than having
others speak for them, which has been the standard
for far too long.
The Inheritance of Loss is Kiran Desai's
extraordinary Man Booker Prize winning novel. High
in the Himalayas sits a dilapidated mansion, home to
three people, each dreaming of another time. The
judge, broken by a world too messy for justice, is
haunted by his past. His orphan granddaughter has
fallen in love with her handsome tutor, despite their
different backgrounds and ideals. The cook's heart is
with his son, who is working in a New York
restaurant, mingling with an underclass from all over
the globe as he seeks somewhere to call home.
Around the house swirl the forces of revolution and
change. Civil unrest is making itself felt, stirring up
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inner conflicts as powerful as those dividing the
community, pitting the past against the present,
nationalism against love, a small place against the
troubles of a big world. 'A Magnificent novel of
humane breadth and wisdom, comic tenderness and
political acuteness' Hermione Lee, chair of the Man
Booker Prize judges 'Poised, elegant and assured . .
. breaks out into extraordinary beauty' The Times
'Desai's bold, original voice, and her ability to deal in
a grand narratives with a deft comic touch that
affectionately recalls some of the masters of Indian
fiction, makes hers a novel to reread and
remembered' Independent
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BOOKER PRIZE 2020
LONGLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION
2021 WINNER OF THE SUSHILA DEVI AWARD 2021 A
searing debut novel about mothers and daughters, obsession
and betrayal - for fans of Jenny Offill, Deborah Levy, Rachel
Cusk and Diana Evans 'Beautifully written, emotionally
wrenching and poignant in equal measure' The Booker Prize
Judges 2020 'An unsettling, sinewy debut, startling in its
venom and disarming in its humour from the very first
sentence' Guardian 'I would be lying if I said my mother's
misery has never given me pleasure.' This is a tale of
obsession and betrayal. This is a poisoned love story. But not
between lovers - between mother and daughter. Tara and
Antara, a woman and her angry shadow. But which one is
which? Sharp as a blade and compulsively readable, Burnt
Sugar slowly untangles the knot of memory and rumour that
binds two women together, revealing the truth that lies
beneath. 'A work of extraordinary insight, courage and
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sophistication' Washington Post 'Arresting and fiercely
intelligent, disarmingly witty and frank' Sunday Times 'A sly,
slippery, often heartbreaking novel about the role memory
plays within families' Stylist 'Extraordinary... Come for the
effortlessly stylish writing, stay for the boiling wrath' Observer
The Indian Fantail has become one of the most popular
breeds of fancy pigeons. This guide book, by one of the
leading experts of the breed, presents the received wisdom
on all the finer points of the official breed standard as well as
fully-informed advice on 21st century methods of proper care
for the year-round well-being of the birds. The book includes
an abundance of excellent full-color pictures that vividly
illustrate even the most subtle points. It is a must read for all
serious Indian Fantail fanciers be they novices or veterans
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The stunning
Booker Prize–winning novel from the author of Amnesty and
Selection Day that critics have likened to Richard Wright’s
Native Son, The White Tiger follows a darkly comic Bangalore
driver through the poverty and corruption of modern India’s
caste society. “This is the authentic voice of the Third World,
like you've never heard it before” (John Burdett, Bangkok 8).
The white tiger of this novel is Balram Halwai, a poor Indian
villager whose great ambition leads him to the zenith of Indian
business culture, the world of the Bangalore entrepreneur. On
the occasion of the president of China’s impending trip to
Bangalore, Balram writes a letter to him describing his
transformation and his experience as driver and servant to a
wealthy Indian family, which he thinks exemplifies the
contradictions and complications of Indian society. Recalling
The Death of Vishnu and Bangkok 8 in ambition, scope, The
White Tiger is narrative genius with a mischief and personality
all its own. Amoral, irreverent, deeply endearing, and utterly
contemporary, this novel is an international publishing
sensation—and a startling, provocative debut.
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Adventure abounds when a toy comes to life in this classic
novel! It's Omri's birthday, but all he gets from his best friend,
Patrick, is a little plastic warrior figure. Trying to hide his
disappointment, Omri puts his present in a metal cupboard
and locks the door with a mysterious skeleton key that once
belonged to his great-grandmother. Little does Omri know
that by turning the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic
toy into a real live man from an altogether different time and
place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly
be more different, yet soon the two forge a very special
friendship. Will Omri be able to keep Little Bear without
anyone finding out and taking his new friend away?
Still, to say that it all began when Sophie Mol came to
Ayemenem is only one way of looking at it . . . It could be
argued that it actually began thousands of years ago. Long
before the Marxists came. Before the British took Malabar,
before the Dutch Ascendancy, before Vasco da Gama
arrived, before the Zamorin’s conquest of Calicut. Before
Christianity arrived in a boat and seeped into Kerala like tea
from a teabag. That it really began in the days when the Love
Laws were made. The laws that lay down who should be
loved, and how. And how much.
She looked at her watch for the sixth time and prayed silently
for the eighth time. Ten minutes to call it an hour. Her mother
wouldn’t go to sleep happily tonight. Her father would once
again get sandwiched in a nasty debate between the two
most important women in his life. But then again, such is
living. In the DOTCOM MARRIAGE ERA. Welcome to the life
of Ms Bengal Rani who has set out on one of the most
arduous tasks of her life, which is finding a man to marry.
Actually happily marry. Now, the most obvious option for her
is the booming online shaadi bazaar of our country. Problem
solved? Not really. In fact, it gets more twisted here on. A day
dreamer, Mr Telecom Raja, with a bucket list so bizarre that
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can be safely named cringe worthy, or a narcissist Aeroplane
Mistri who meets every girl with a pre-conceived notion that
she is already smitten. These and more are specimens of the
prospective bridegrooms who Bengal Rani is encountering.
And with raised eyebrows realising a simple fact of life — All
men are not from Mars. Some escaped Black Hole and need
to be sent back to it. On urgent basis! Are these the
experiences of only one woman? No, for a book like this, a lot
of interesting, intelligent and slightly frustrated women need
to meet…gossip…and bitch. Are these experiences 100% real?
I leave that on you to decide. But then, I rarely lie. So
welcome to my Tamasha — a Pandora ’s Box of extreme
encounters!
Nirip on the cusp of fifty is not happy with his life. His father is
an ogre and his mother a witch. He is not happy with that
either. His sort of half-sister is a sort of half-man. A really
close relative turns out to be a serial killer. He is not happy
sleeping with his chauffeur's wife. Neither is she. Then, for his
amusement, his father arranges a cricket match between rival
dacoit teams in which some of the players are shot dead.
Who could be happy in such circumstances? Days before his
fiftieth birthday, with Nirip still wondering whether he should
go ahead and have himself kidnapped so that he can make
some money, he discovers, most unexpectedly, that he is not
the biological child of his parents. Witty, macabre, sad, cruel,
unforgivingly insightful, Fairy Tales at Fifty is part adventure
tale, part nightmare, part acid trip---and throughout a triumph
of fiction.
A fascinating portrayal of life in an Indian middle-class family
by the best-selling author of English, August Upamanyu
Chatterjee's second novel brilliantly recreates life in an
average Indian family at the end of the twentieth century.
Jamun, the central character, is a young man, unmarried,
adrift. He stays away from his family, which comprises his
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parents, Urmila and Shyamanand, his elder brother, Burfi, his
sister-in-law, Joyce, his two nephews and the children's ayah.
Jamun returns to the family when his mother is hospitalized.
Once there, he decides to stay on until one of his ailing
parent dies. He barely admits to himself that there is another,
probably stronger, reason for his extended stay in the family
home— an old friend Kasturi, now married and pregnant, who
has returned to the city (that she associates with Jamun) . . .
Flitting back and forth in time and space, and writing in a
language of unsurpassed richness and power, Upamanyu
Chatterjee presents a funny, bitterly accurate and vivid
portrait of the awesome burden of family ties.

Van Sickle and Rodewald look at the fur trades cultural
impact and demonstrate the great extent to which white
adventurers, explorers and traders heavily relied upon
the Native American tribes and emphasize the overriding
role of Indian people in exploration, wilderness
transportation, survival, and the collection of pelts and
hides. They focus their work around the year 1833.
Postcolonial Environments examines the relationship
between contemporary environmental crises and culture
by offering a series of provocative readings of key Indian
novels in English, making an original and important
contribution to the emerging theories of 'green
postcolonialism'.
FROM THE BOOKER PRIZE WINNING AUTHOR OF
THE GOD OF SMALL THINGS LONGLISTED FOR THE
WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2018 LONGLISTED
FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2017 NOMINATED
FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FOR FICTION LONGLISTED FOR THE CARNEGIE
2018 THE SUNDAY TIMES NUMBER ONE and THE
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 'At magic hour; when
the sun has gone but the light has not, armies of flying
foxes unhinge themselves from the Banyan trees in the
old graveyard and drift across the city like smoke...' So
begins The Ministry of Utmost Happiness, Arundhati
Roy's incredible follow-up to The God of Small Things.
We meet Anjum, who used to be Aftab, who runs a guesthouse in an Old Delhi graveyard and gathers around her
the lost, the broken and the cast out. We meet Tilo, an
architect, who although she is loved by three men, lives
in a 'country of her own skin' . When Tilo claims an
abandoned baby as her own, her destiny and that of
Anjum become entangled as a tale that sweeps across
the years and a teeming continent takes flight... 'A
sprawling kaleidoscopic fable' Guardian, Books of the
Year 'Roy's second novel proves as remarkable as her
first' Financial Times 'A great tempest of a novel... which
will leave you awed by the heat of its anger and the
depth of its compassion' Washington Post
After decades of imperfect secularism, presided over by
an often corrupt Congress establishment, Nehru's
diverse republic has yielded to Hindu nationalism. India
is collapsing under the weight of its own contradictions.
Since 2014, the ruling BJP has unleashed forces that are
irreversibly transforming the country. Indian democracy,
honed over decades, is now the chief enabler of Hindu
extremism. Bigotry has been ennobled as a healthy form
of self-assertion, and anti-Muslim vitriol has deluged the
mainstream, with religious minorities living in terror of a
vengeful majority. Congress now mimics Modi; other
parties pray for a miracle. In this blistering critique of
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India from Indira Gandhi to the present, Komireddi lays
bare the cowardly concessions to the Hindu right,
convenient distortions of India's past and demeaning
bribes to minorities that led to Modi's decisive electoral
victory. If secularists fail to reclaim the republic from
Hindu nationalists, Komireddi argues, India will become
Pakistan by another name.
REESE WITHERSPOON'S NEW BOOK CLUB PICK
YOUR BEST FRIEND KILLED A MAN. NOW SHE
NEEDS YOUR HELP . . . BUT CAN YOU REALLY
TRUST HER MOTIVES? 'A nail-biting immersive whirl of
a read . . . We Were Never Here is every woman's worst
nightmare, and every thriller lover's dream' Zakiya Dalila
Harris, bestselling author of THE OTHER BLACK GIRL
________ On holiday in Chile with her best friend
Kristen, Emily is having the time of her life. Until one
night, she finds their hotel suite covered in blood. Kristen
claims a backpacker attacked her. She shouted, but noone heard. She struggled, but he was too strong. She
had no option but to kill him. With no evidence of the
assault, Emily must help her hide the body. . . Back
home, Emily tries to forget what happened, but a
surprise visit from Kristen forces her to confront the
events of that night. As the walls close in, Emily asks
herself: can her closest friend be trusted? ________ 'A
master of the timely thriller' BuzzFeed 'A sharp,
unsettling thriller about power, obsession, and the
inescapable grip of the past' Megan Miranda, New York
Times bestselling author of All The Missing Girls 'A
riveting psychological thriller' Publishers Weekly
The Prophet is a book of 26 prose poetry fables written
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in English by the Lebanese-American poet and writer
Kahlil Gibran. It was originally published in 1923 by
Alfred A. Knopf. It is Gibran's best known work. The
Prophet has been translated into over 100 different
languages, making it one of the most translated books in
history, and it has never been out of print. The prophet,
Al Mustafa, has lived in the city of Orphalese for 12 years
and is about to board a ship which will carry him home.
He is stopped by a group of people, with whom he
discusses topics such as life and the human condition.
The book is divided into chapters dealing with love,
marriage, children, giving, eating and drinking, work, joy
and sorrow, houses, clothes, buying and selling, crime
and punishment, laws, freedom, reason and passion,
pain, self-knowledge, teaching, friendship, talking, time,
good and evil, prayer, pleasure, beauty, religion, and
death. Among the most significant works Kahlil Gibran:
"Broken Wings", "The Madman", "The Earth Gods" ,
"The Garden of the Prophet".
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